
$35,000 - 5786 La Jolla Mesa Dr, LA JOLLA
MLS® #220028610

$35,000
7 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 4,091 sqft
Rental

La Jolla Mesa, LA JOLLA, CA

Situated on the best curve of La Jolla Mesa
Drive is your 6 bedrooms plus a big game
room resort Villa.There are two amazing views
for you to enjoy at this home. You will watch
the Sunset or sunset glows going over the sea
stretching north in the direction of La Jolla Blvd
and Bird Rock neighborhood .Looking south
you will see America's Finest City of San
Diego, The Coronado Bridge, Mission Bay,
Pacific Beach Pier, and Ocean Beach Pier,
and on a clear day, you can see Mexico. As
you pull into the gated entry driveway, you
have a two-car garage and parking for another
five cars inside the gate. Every room has a TV
for exclusive use.An outdoor shower and pool
bathroom for your added convenience.Relax in
the sun and dip in the pool and relax in the
spa. Just a short drive away, there are
markets, restaurants and the Pacific Ocean to
enjoy.

Built in 1990

Additional Information

City LA JOLLA

County San Diego

Zip 92037

MLS® # 220028610

Bedrooms 7

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 4,091

Neighborhood LA JOLLA (92037)
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